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PRE-GREECE 

 
Bombardier Gordon Watson, 52 LAA Regt, Royal Artillery 

 
 
WW2Talk website states: 

52nd (East Lancashire) Light Anti-Aircraft Regiment, R.A. (T.A.) 
HQ, 155th (East Lancashire) Bty: Burnley 
154th (East Lancashire) Bty: Church 
156th (East Lancashire) Bty: Clitheroe 
 

 
Skeletal Timeline from Gordon Watson’s Service Records 

 
26 April 1939 Enlisted in Territorial Army (4 year Engagement) at Burnley, Lancashire;  

Royal Regiment of Artillery, 155 Battery, 52nd Light Anti-Aircraft Regt 
24 Aug 1939 Called to the Colours, entrained for Aldershot via Crewe 
1 Sept 1939 Confirmed posting to 155/52 LAA RA 
4 Sept 1939 Regiment mustered at Aldershot 
19 Sept 1939 Embarked for France – British Expeditionary Force 
23 Feb 1940 Leave period in UK 
3 Mar 1940 Returned to France 
8 May 1940 Appointed “P/L/Bdr” – Probationary Lance-Bombardier 
30 May 1940 Disembarked in UK from Dunkirk 
 

      
 

 

     
 

Evacuation of the BEF from the Dunkirk beaches, 26 May – 4 June 1940 
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15-20 June1940 Leave period in UK 
14-20 Aug 1940  Leave period in UK (pre-Embarkation) 
9 Sept 1940  Embarked at Liverpool with Convoy AP3 bound for Egypt via Cape Town 
10 Sep 1940 Sailed – with at least Dominion Monarch definitely carrying LAA Regts (Nos 6 & 

109 for certain – possibly also other Regts and/or in other ships)  
22 Oct 1940 Arrived Port Tewfiq, Suez 
23 Oct 1940  Disembarked at Port Tewfiq; then proceeded to base camp in Cairo  
 
Convoy AP3 

  
 The principal reinforcement convoy which sailed from Liverpool 10.9.40 as follows: 
  

PRIVATE 11 
BRISBANE STAR 

21 
ATHLONE CASTLE 
(Vice Commodore) 

31 
BRITANNIC 

(Commodore) 
  

41 
CLAN MACARTHUR 

  

12 
IMPERIAL STAR 

22 
DURBAN CASTLE 

32 
DOMINION MONARCH 

  
  

42 
CLAN CAMPBELL 

  23 
HMS ULSTER PRINCE 

  

33 
GLAUCUS 

  

  

  
  
Arriving at Freetown 23.9 without CLAN CAMPBELL which fell out with defects 13.9 and proceeded 
independently thereafter, the convoy sailed on 27.9 leaving GLAUCUS behind, and arrived at Capetown 
4.10. At Capetown DURBAN CASTLE, still on liner service, remained behind while HMS ULSTER PRINCE 
and CLAN MACARTHUR were also detached as they could not make the desired convoy speed. The 
remaining ships sailed 6.10 and arrived at Suez 22.10.40. 
  
Escort was a strong one in view of the high personnel content, the destroyers HARVESTER, HAVELOCK, 
HIGHLANDER, HURRICANE, VOLUNTEER and WOLVERINE provided A/S cover until 12.9; the Armed 
Merchant Cruisers CILICIA and WOLFE provided the ocean escort to Freetown. From Freetown to 
Capetown the AMC CANTON, joined later by CARNARVON CASTLE, was the escort, from Capetown 
CANTON again escorted until 9.10 when relieved by CARTHAGE. In turn, the cruiser 
SHROPSHIRE relieved CARTHAGE on 15.10 until 20.10 when the cruiser CARLISLE and destroyers 
KANDAHAR and KINGSTON and the sloop FLAMINGO took over for the Red Sea escort. 
 

 
 

Dominion Monarch at Cape Town in pre-war Shaw-Saville Line livery 

http://naval-history.net/xGM-Chrono-06CA-Shropshire.htm
http://naval-history.net/xGM-Chrono-06CL-Carlisle.htm
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A line of merchant ships moored stem to stern – Transports waiting for clearance in the Suez Canal? 
Photograph from Gordon’s own collection 

 

 
 

The Regiment in Egypt, late 1940 – Gordon Watson circled 
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24 Dec 1940  Promoted to Acting Bombardier 
29 Jan 1941  Attached to 4 RHA 
2 Feb 1941  Ceased to be Attached, 4 RHA 
9 Mar 1941  Embarked at Alexandria for Greece in HMS York 
 

     
 

HMS York in her peace-time splendour York sitting on the seabed in Suda Bay, Crete 
(May 1941) after being bombed by the Luftwaffe  
      – but still firing her guns 

 
 
Notes on 52 LAA Regt from WW2Talk website: 
 
France & Belgium 
 
The regiment served under I Corps in France and Belgium from September 1939 until 31 May 1940. It 
served under 1st AA Brigade in France. Its role at the start of the campaign on 10 May was to defend the I 
Corps area and support its withdrawal. It was in action around Tournai on 18 May. It came under 
command of 42nd Division on 22 May and by 27 May was deployed around Bailleul. It served on the 
beaches of Dunkirk after that and reformed in the North Midlands on return from Dunkirk. 
 
Egypt & Middle East 
 
RHQ and 156th Battery moved to Crete in December 1940. It also took under command 151st Heavy AA 
Battery of 51st Heavy AA Regiment. It served in the defence of Crete starting on 20 May. HQ commanded 
one Troop of 151st Heavy AA Battery, 129th Light AA Battery, 156th Light AA Battery (less two troops), 
and a section of 7th Australian Light AA Battery in the Suda-Canea Sector. The two other troops of 156th 
Battery were located in the Maleme-Galatas Sector and the Heraklion Sector. 
 
154th Battery was sent to Piraeus, Greece in early December 1940. One troop was located in defence of 
the Larissa airfield at the start of the campaign on 6 April. During the third week of April, the battery 
withdrew to Eleusis. Later in April, one troop defended the airfields around Argos. 
 
155th Battery was detached to 13th Light AA Regiment under 4th AA Brigade in the Western Desert and 
moved to Mersa Matruh with it on 30 November 1940. (Active at Sidi Barani with Indian troops on Dec 9 
1940).  155th Battery fought at Beda Fomm under 7th Armoured Division on 6 February 1941. After that 
battle, the battery returned to Egypt and was sent to Greece under HQ 2nd Heavy AA Regiment. It moved 
to the Aliakmon position on 6 April. During the withdrawal the battery moved back to Larissa and the 
supported the New Zealanders in their withdrawal along the coast. Later in April, one troop helped 
defended the Cornith Canal while the rest supported the withdrawal of troops. It later withdrew from 
Greece with considerable losses. Only 4 officers and 90 men escaped.  
 
Archivist’s Comments on Notes above: 
 

1 154 Bty (Church based) moved to Greece from Egypt in December 1940. 
2 155 Bty (Nelson based) fought in North Africa until moving to Greece in March 1941. 
3 156 Bty (Clitheroe based) moved to Crete in December 1940 (axishistory website forum suggests 

that 156 Bty were in Crete as early as 13 Nov 1940). 
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4 Gordon Watson enlisted in and remained in 155 Bty throughout. 
5 Arthur Cope presumably enlisted in 154 Bty (see Excerpt 1 below) but seems to have fought in 

the Western Desert until and including February 1941 (see Excerpts 9 – 11) before moving to 
Greece.  He appears, therefore, to have been attached to155 Bty from 154 Bty at least from Dec 
’40 to Mar ’41. 
 

 
Contemporary Anecdotal “War Diary” excerpts of a 52 LAA Territorial 
(from the BBC’s People’s War archive website) 
 
1 The Workman's Return Tram Ticket  

 

Contributed by ateamwar 
People in story:  
Arthur Cope, R. A. (T. A.) 
Article ID: A4666818 
Contributed on: 02 August 2005 

The following series of stories appears courtesy of and with thanks to Arthur Cope, R. A. (T. A.) and Richard A. Cope. 

Gordon Watson would have been involved in some of them – or something very similar. 

 

The date was August, 1939. In just over three weeks my wage was due to double - leaping from £2 to £4 a week! 

What an exciting prospect. Soon I would complete my six years apprenticeship at the 'Northern Daily Telegraph', 

which I had joined on September 11th, 1933. Not only would I then become a fully-fledged journeyman-compositor, 

but I would have more money in my pocket.  At least that is what I anticipated. But this was not to be. 

 

Before the month was out I was rudely awakened early in the morning by someone hammering on the front door. On 

going down-stairs I found a boy bearing a telegram. This instructed me to report to the barracks at Church (near 

Accrington, Lancashire), to join my Territorial colleagues in the 52nd Light Anti-Aircraft Regiment of the Royal Artillery, 

who had also been hurriedly summoned to prepare to serve their King and Country. 

 

So, all because of a certain little man called Adolf Hitler, I missed the thrill of being handed that very big wage packet! 

The telegram instructed me to report in battledress and with full kit at 0800 hours. Carrying my kit-bag over my 

shoulder I boarded the Blackburn to Accrington tram. I gave the conductor sixpence and said "Church, please." He 

handed me my ticket and change, which I slipped into my pocket. 

 

It was not until much later in the day that I found the ticket and casually glanced at it prior to throwing it away. What a 

surprise I got, for it was only then that I realised that even though I was in uniform and with a kit-bag, the conductor 

had issued me with a WORKMAN'S RETURN ticket! 

 

It was six-and-a-half years later before I again donned civilian clothing and I have often wondered if Blackburn 

Corporation Transport would have allowed me to make use of that ticket for the return tram ride from Church. 

 

WW2Talk Website Note: 

'These stories from Arthur & Richard Cope were submitted to the People’s War site by BBC Radio Merseyside’s 

People’s War team on behalf of the author and has been added to the site with his / her permission. The author fully 

understands the site's terms and conditions.' 

 
© Copyright of content contributed to this Archive rests with the author. Find out how you can use this. 
 

 
2 A Lesson in Survival 
 
Article ID: A4666926 
 

The day after the declaration of war, our regiment boarded a train, which transported us to Aldershot, whilst waiting to 

move to France. We pitched tents and put our personal belongings in them. Later, I was detailed for guard duty. Our 

task was to patrol round a large dump of army stores. The rota was 'two hours on, two hours off'. During our rest 

period we were allowed to curl up on the ground besides the pile of stores. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ww2peopleswar/user/21/u1510621.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ww2peopleswar/about/siteinformation.shtml
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At about 2am, the sergeant was walking round and saw me looking extremely cold. He saw that I was wearing a 

greatcoat and asked why I had not got a blanket. (We had earlier been issued with one each). I told him that when I 

had returned to the tent my blanket 'had disappeared'. The sergeant then pointed out that amongst the stores we 

were guarding were hundreds of blankets. Help yourself to those," he said, "there's no-one looking." But I told him that 

I could not do that "because it would be stealing." (I really was an innocent 21-year-old at that time!) Taking pity on 

me, the sergeant went to one of the piles and took out a blanket. Handing it to me he said: "Look, son, you'll have to 

learn that in the army you look after yourself first, second and last." 

 

It is rather ironic that when I had finished my night guard duty, I went back to my tent to get my mess tin for breakfast 

only to find that, too, had gone. I went to the quartermaster sergeant to ask for a replacement. When he asked what 

had happened to my original, I told him that I thought someone had stolen it. His reply was typical: "Well, go and 

pinch someone else's!" 

 

Later that day, whilst still on guard duty, (it was a 24-hour stretch), things were quiet so I laid my rifle against a tree 

and lit a cigarette, but almost immediately I spotted the colonel heading my way. I grabbed my rifle, sloped arms and 

slapped my hand on the butt of my rifle, as we had been taught in our Territorial Army days. The colonel saluted and 

then stopped in front of me. He said: "That was a really smart salute. Well done. However, it is usual to remove a 

cigarette from your mouth when you salute an officer!" 

 

A couple of days later we got news that His Majesty King George, would be visiting us the following day. Feverish 

preparations were made to ensure that everything was in perfect order for his arrival. All personal equipment was 

polished as never before, every bit of litter was removed from the camp and officers scurried about checking that all 

was in pristine condition. 

 

The morning arrived. We had early breakfast and then paraded for inspection. Then the sergeant-major walked down 

the ranks. "You, you and you," he said to three of us he chose at random, "Cookhouse duty today."  What a terrible 

ordeal that was. There I was eagerly waiting to see my King for the first time in my life.  Perhaps, even, having the 

honour of him speaking to me personally. 

 

But no, I did see the King, but from quite a long distance away, and instead of standing briskly to attention in front of 

him, I was in the cookhouse scrubbing away at greasy dixie lids.  

 

This was the second time I had felt extremely humiliated in less than a week. 

 

 

3 Food, Food, Glorious Food 

 
Article ID: A4666999 

 

In late 1939  we were in France, and the army rations were very primitive. The cooks had not received any training in 

our Territorial Army days. Usually they were volunteers who thought that by doing the cooking they would escape 

many of the drills and parades that were undertaken by the rest of us. Actually, the cook for our troop had been a 

cotton weaver, with no experience what so ever of catering. 

 

I think the method of preparing the evening meal was quite simple. Get the potatoes peeled, slice them up and put in 

a dixie containing water and, perhaps, carrots or peas. Next get the meat, slice it into pieces (not too small!) and place 

in the dixie. Add salt and put the whole lot over a fire. Give the mixture a stir now and then whilst it boils. When the 

time came it was so simple to ladle the greasy mess into our mess tins as we queued to receive our ration. 

Amazingly, we ate this food day after day, simply because there was nothing else and at least it was hot, (well, 

sometimes). I must admit that it came as a rather shock one day when I saw the meat being delivered. Stamped on 

the side I saw a word that was, of course, in French. It said: 'Cheval" - horse! 

 

As an anti-aircraft unit we were on the move every few days offering protection at various rail heads as more troops 

arrived in France. This meant that on reaching a new site we had to dig a larger hole in which we positioned our 

Bofors gun. 
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Usually there was a farmhouse nearby and as I spoke a little French, I was asked to approach the wife of the farmer 

with a request for her to make us some sandwiches. Naturally, we paid for them. At one farm I got some sandwiches 

that were really enjoyed by my colleagues, so the following day I was asked to get a similar supply. As she was 

spreading the contents of a dish on the bread, I asked the lady what it was. 

I took the sandwiches back to the gun team and as they were being eaten, I casually said: "Oh, by the way, the 

farmer's wife told me what was on the bread. It is frogs legs paste!" I have never seen food thrown to the ground so 

quickly as it was that day! Why, I don't know, because until they knew what the contents were, the lads really enjoyed 

them! 

 

4 Army Milkmaids 
 

Article ID:  A4667015 

 

It was May 1940, and I was 21 years old, but I vividly remember the thousands of refugees with their few valued 

possessions strapped on handcarts and bicycles or merely tied to their backs. The poor weary children trudged 

disconsolately behind.  This was the Belgian-Franco border shortly after the German armies had launched their long-

awaited offensive against the ill-prepared and ill-equipped nation of Belgium. 

 

I was part of an anti-aircraft battery, who, as Territorial Army volunteers, had been rushed to France only days after 

Mr. Neville Chamberlain, (the then Prime Minister), had announced on Sunday, September 3rd, 1939, that "a state of 

war now exists between Great Britain and Germany." 

 

Our guns were deployed in the field around a large farm, but the owner had hurriedly left with his family and had 

deserted his cattle. The cows were in great pain because of the urgent need of milking.  We did not have any farmers 

amongst our ranks, but half-a-dozen of us volunteered to become 'milkmaids'. We rounded up the cattle and drove 

them into the shippon, tethered them to the feeding troughs and then realised that they would probably need to be fed 

as they parted with their milk. We soon found sacks of provender in the barn. We had no idea of the quantities of each 

cereal that were needed so we just piled it all together in a large tin bath and stirred it up with water. Then we 

scooped it into the feeding trough - and, most surprisingly, the cows immediately began to devour the unappetising-

looking mixture. 

 

What next? The animals were bursting with milk, so we sat down on little stools and placed buckets between our 

knees. Gently, but firmly, we squeezed the teats and at first the cows kicked out with their hind legs, objecting to this 

amateurish friction. But, slowly and surely, and with patient persuasion, the animals began to settle down and to part 

with their milk as they munched away at the meal we had provided. 

 

In a really surprising short space of time we had bucketsful of rich milk at our sides. But what should we do with it? 

Then I had an idea. "Come on lads," I said to my colleagues, "let's take the buckets to the roadside." This we did after 

finding a supply of metal cups in the deserted farmhouse. We then began to supply the passing refugees with this 

most refreshing drink, which was most gratefully accepted.  

 

Our reward was the most sincere cries of "Merci, merci" as the men, women and children eagerly drank from that 

totally unexpected and life-saving gift. 

 

This happened in May 1940, but I shall never forget the warm handshakes and expressions of gratitude from those 

unfortunate victims of that cruel conflict.  That was the very first time I had milked a cow - and it was certainly the last! 

 

5 Demise of the Wild Dog 

 
Article ID: A4667079 
 

June 1940, and the Allied Armies were withdrawing from France. As we drove along the packed narrow road with our 

artillery guns behind our vehicles we suddenly came to a halt as traffic piled up following the breakdown of a huge 

French lorry, completely blocking the road. 
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As we stood there an old lady approached us. Fortunately, I knew a little French language and I was able to 

understand that a dog had gone wild and attacked people. Some men had managed to chase it into a cellar. Now 

they were terrified that it would break out and attack them. They wondered if we could go along to destroy it. 

 

Taking my rifle, I cautiously approached the dog's 'prison'. The door was constructed of flimsy bits of wood with an 

opening covered with a kind of wire mesh. As I looked into the dark interior I saw a huge Alsatian-type, wild-looking, 

wolf-like animal. I gazed at the creature as it stared back at me with a most terrifying expression and with a mouth 

displaying a most alarming set of vicious teeth. It sat there snarling at me and appearing as if about to spring. 

Slowly I made a hole in the wire mesh, just large enough for me to slide in the barrel of my rifle. A couple of my 

colleagues stood cautiously nearby, all of us aware that should I miss, the dog would surely break down the door with 

ease and there would be dire consequences. 

 

I placed the rifle to my shoulder, took aim and gently began to squeeze the trigger. I tried to recall the instructions I 

had been given during small-arms training in my Territorial Army days. "Keep calm. Do not pull the trigger. Squeeze it 

gently." For what seemed an eternity my finger gently pressed the trigger. Then with a loud report, the bullet sped 

from the gun. I saw a tiny hole appear in the dog's forehead right between the eyes.  For a couple of seconds there 

was no movement except for a trickle of blood from the wound. Then the animal gently swayed and dropped on its 

side. There was a sudden shudder - and all was over. 

 

What a relief! Grateful thanks from the dozen or so French people who had gathered and then, the road having been 

cleared, we were once more on our journey - to the beaches of Dunkirk. 

 

 

6 Rescued by Little Boat 

 
Article ID: A4667132 

 

It was early June 1940, and the British Army was carrying out orders to withdraw from France. Our artillery unit had 

got to within a couple of miles of the coast, but we could drive no further as the roads were impassable because of the 

hundreds of abandoned vehicles blocking the roads. There was no alternative for us - we had to destroy the guns and 

vehicles. This we did and then, with rifles slung round our necks and the breechblocks of our anti-aircraft guns in our 

haversacks, we began the long march to the beaches. 

 

The German air force incessantly dived upon soldiers and civilians alike, bombing and machine-gunning at ease. 

Casualties amongst our ranks were amazingly relatively slight and eventually the majority of our regiment collapsed 

with fatigue on the beaches of Bray Dunes, close to Dunkirk. The straffing from the air was then supplemented by 

shelling, and the enemy artillery gradually closed in behind us, so there was little sleep or rest for any of us. Food and 

water, too, was in short supply. 

 

For about 48 hours we lay there patently awaiting the arrival of the fleet of boats of every conceivable shape and size 

which had left England charged with the seemingly hopeless task of saving as many as possible of the British 

Expeditionary Force.  At last an order was passed down the ranks: "Prepare to embark". Our major requested myself 

and two others to assist in getting our troops into the small craft that came from the numerous ships waiting offshore. 

We four were six-footers and so were able to go well out into the sea until the water was up to our necks. 

 

With typical British courage and calmness, our colleagues very orderly waded into the sea and one by one we helped 

them into the boats. It took more than two hours to complete the operation and then as we helped the last of our 

regiment aboard, we ourselves were able to clamber into the little boat. In the darkness we rowed out to a small ferry 

boat built to carry about thirty passengers, but there must have been at least a hundred aboard as the ship turned and 

headed for British shores. 

 

The crew consisted of three men and their captain. What marvels they were. Mugs of hot steaming cocoa and huge 

cheese sandwiches were eagerly accepted by the dirty, unkempt and most grateful 'evacuees'. Thankfully we were 

able to remove out army boots - the first time for more than a week - and then we just 'blacked out' from sheer 
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exhaustion. For the next few hours we knew nothing of the aerial and sea battle that raged around our vessel, as we 

were so tired. Fortunately, our little ship ploughed through the rough seas without suffering any damage. 

Suddenly, we were awakened by cries of "Wakey, wakey. Rise and shine." We were safely back home. What a 

wonderful feeling as we profusely thanked the crew for their outstanding bravery - and their 'hospitality' - and then 

stepped ashore to be greeted by the cheerful smiling ladies of the W.V.S. with cigarettes and mugs of tea before 

boarding a special train which took us on to Cardiff, from where we were later able to rendezvous with the other lucky 

members of our regiment who, with us, had survived the greatest rescue mission ever undertaken by this great little 

country of ours - dear old England! 

 

7 Get Your Hair Cut! 

 
Article ID: A4667178 

 

The men of the 52nd Light Anti-Aircraft Regiment were camped in Sherwood Forest, having recently been evacuated 

from Dunkirk. We had lost all our guns and vehicles in France, but were now being re-equipped. 

 

The whole regiment was called on parade to be addressed by the colonel. He broke the news that soon we would be 

moving and going to sea to a country where it would be very hot. This was hardly a surprise to us, as we had all been 

issued with tropical kit, including pith helmets!  "However," said the colonel, "owing to the prevalence of disease at our 

destination, it is necessary to take precautions. One of the greatest means of infestation is in the head. So to prevent 

this, every man in the regiment must have the whole hair shaved from his head in the next three days." 

 

Our Regimental Sergeant Major was a strict disciplinarian and feared by all and sundry, but immediately after the 

parade had been dismissed he marched to the colonel's office.  

 

On facing the C.O., the R.S.M asked him if the order regarding heads being shaved applied to everyone. The colonel 

assured him that it did.  

 

"Does this include yourself and all the officers, sir?" he asked the R.S.M. 

"Indeed not," was the reply. 

To this the R.S.M said: "Are the flies and insects that attack the head so educated that they can distinguish between 

officers and other ranks?" 

The colonel was silent for a few moments, then quietly said to the R.S.M.: "Cancel the order." 

 

 

8 Secrecy of the Postage Stamps 

 
Article ID: A4667213 

 

Our regiment left Liverpool in September 1940, having been re-equipped after losing all our guns and vehicles in the 

Dunkirk evacuation. It seemed ironic to us as we set sail that the aerial attacks were intensifying and we were leaving 

to protect some foreign country and taking our anti-aircraft guns with us. Surely, we thought, we should be guarding 

our own country. 

 

However, it was six weeks before we reached our destination, having taken the long sea route, including the voyage 

round Cape Horn, to avoid possible attacks by German U-boats. We landed in Egypt and proceeded to our camp 

outside Cairo. 

 

At that time the Army had not yet established its own postal service, so we had to use civilian postage stamps. Strict 

orders were given that when writing home we must on no account divulge the name of the country where we were 

stationed. The enemy must not know where our regiment was. 

 

We wrote letters (which all had to be censored), and then affixed the postage stamps.  No, we must not tell our 

families we were in Egypt. No, we didn't need to. The postage stamps had the word 'Egypt' on them, plus a portrait of 

King Farouk!!  Typical Army red-tape! 
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9 The Unexpected Cure 

 
Article ID: A4667231 

 

It was early in 1941 and our Anti-Aircraft Regiment had been re-equipped after losing all the guns and vehicles at 

Dunkirk, and we had sailed via the Cape and the Suez Canal to Egypt. Shortly afterwards we joined the 30,000-strong 

Army under the command of General Wavell and began the task of driving the poorly-equipped and badly-trained 

Italian forces out of the Libyan Desert.  As the Italians retreated they poured salt into the desert wells, and so we had 

to rely on water being brought by tankers from Egypt, hundreds of miles away. 

 

We were therefore rationed to three cup-fulls of water per man per day. The result was that the British Army at the 

time must have presented the dirtiest-looking outfit ever! We had no water for washing, we could no shave, and 

consequently we all sprouted beards - mine was red!  Our hair and beards were thickly coated with the fine sand that 

churned up as our vehicles ploughed through the desert. 

 

The lack of drinking water was no doubt responsible for quite a number of health problems. One of these was 

constipation. One day my driver had been telling me that he was suffering severely from this latter complaint when we 

suddenly spotted what we referred to as the 'Flying Circus'. This was a group of Italian planes that came overhead 

almost daily. As soon as they saw a few vehicles they would open their bomb doors and release all their load at once. 

It was very seldom that they caused damage or casualties because vehicles always travelled well apart. 

Nevertheless, it was always rather nerve-wracking. 

 

On this particular occasion we had jumped out of our vehicle and laid face down in the sand. After all the bombs had 

dropped, some rather too close for comfort, I looked up in time to see my driver racing towards a small sand-hill a few 

yards away.  He returned a few minutes later with a pleased expression showing from behind his grubby beard.  

"It's alright now," he said. "I no longer have constipation!" 

 

 

10 The Desert Safari 
 
Article ID: A4667286 
 
Our unit was serving in the Western Desert, early in 1941. We had advanced rapidly with General Wavell's Army, but 
were re-grouping and things were rather quiet. Our supply columns were stretched to the limit and the rations were 
very primitive. Water was in short supply, bread and fresh meat non-existent. It seemed that our staple diet was bully 
and biscuit. 
 
Suddenly, a movement was spotted in the distance. Our major got out his field-glasses to observe if we were to come 
in contact with the enemy again. As we watched, the officer's face broke into a huge smile. "It's alright," he said, "it's 
just a herd of gazelle." He walked away and all was quiet. Then an idea came to my mind and I approached the major 
with a suggestion. "What about trying to get one of these animals, sir?" I asked. He thought for a minute or two and 
then said; "Why not? That's a great idea." So he and his driver got into the front of a 15cwt open truck and four of us 
climbed on to the back with our rifles loaded and 'at the ready', and off we went on our 'safari'. 
 
It did not take us long to reach the herd which galloped off at high speed. However, we gave chase and soon were in 
firing distance. We were all good sharp-shooters and only a few rounds of ammunition were needed before we had 
shot two of the gazelle.  We loaded them on to the truck and drove back to our unit.  
 
George Streather, one of our drivers who, in 'Civvy Street', was a master butcher, gazed in wonderment at our 
capture. Then he 'was in his element'. In no time at all his knife was out and the gazelle were skinned and 'prepared 
for the pot'. The petrol-cans were filled with sand and petrol, and the pieces of animal were placed in tins over the 
heat of the primitive stoves. Soon, a most appetising smell began to surround us as we waited impatiently for the 
meat to be cooked. 
 
At long last our mess-tins were brought out and one-by-one we paraded in front of 'cook-cum-butcher George' to 
receive a generous helping of that mouth-watering delicacy. Oh, what a treat! It was such a long time since we had 
eaten fresh meat that the taste was 'out of this world'. It was like chicken, but a hundred times better.  We had been 
so used to bully-beef straight from the tin, or fried, or boiled, or in a stew - but it always tasted just what it was - bully-
beef! 
 
That was the only time we ate gazelle meat, but it was a 'feast' that lingered in our minds - if not our stomachs - for 
many a long time.  
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11 A Prisoner of War’s Gift 
 
Article ID: A4667312 
 
It was February 1941, and we had taken part in the successful advance in the Western Desert, along with the 
Seventh Armoured Division (the 'Desert Rats'), against the Italian Army which appeared to have lost all interest in the 
war. 
 
Eventually the crunch came and in their hundreds and thousands the Italians threw down their arms and surrendered 
to the British forces. It was an amazing sight to witness column after column of these dejected soldiers shuffling along 
in the desert sand on their way to captivity. 
 
This, however, presented the British Army with a major problem. Already our supplies were getting through with great 
difficulty, with all our food, water, ammunition and fuel having to be brought the hundreds of miles from Egypt. 
The R.A.S.C. were only just about able to manage to maintain the regular service of rations and other essential 
supplies for our troops. But what about the thousands of prisoners of war? Now they needed to be fed - but there 
were no rations available. 
 
The brigadier sent out a call for volunteers, so I went along to H.Q. with a driver and a three-ton truck. Here I was 
'given' an Italian Army officer who fortunately spoke a little English. He was under orders to lead me to a supply dump 
where we could obtain rations for the P.o.W.s. We did not need to travel many miles before we came across a camp 
that had been deserted by the Italians, leaving food and ammunition behind. On the way we had picked up four 
stragglers who had gratefully accepted a lift on their way to surrender. 
 
With great eagerness, they loaded numerous cases of tinned food on to our vehicle as I looked around the camp with 
their officer. He told me that he was "grateful for my kindness" and would look for a souvenir for me. Eventually he 
said: "Would you like this that I have found, sergeant?" He handed me a small revolver about the size, I suppose, a 
lady would keep in her handbag. He told me he had found it in a tent, which had apparently been used by a senior 
officer. 
 
As I have said, he just handed it to me, along with a box of ammunition. He could, no doubt, have threatened me with 
it, but he had previously told me that he was fed up with fighting and would be quite happy to spend the rest of the 
war years as a prisoner. 
 
I kept that revolver with the intention of bringing it home with me (whenever that time arrived). However, in February 
1944, when we were in Italy, just before we took part in the attack on Monte Casino, I was approached by a Canadian 
sergeant who said he had heard that I had a small pistol and ammunition. 
 
He was shortly returning home and would like a memento. Was I prepared to sell him the revolver and ammo, he 
asked. I considered the matter for a short time and then realised that it would be foolish of me to take a thing like that 
home, so I agreed to let him have it. He was delighted and paid me £25 for it - a huge sum of money at that time. 
I have often wondered what happened to that Italian officer - and to the revolver! 
 


